Responses of single retinal ganglion cells in different areas of mouse retina were studied to determine their cone inputs, using spectral sensitivity functions and chromatic adaptation. Spectral sensitivity curves were based on threshold response criteria to full field stimulation. The retina of the mouse was viewed through a dilated pupil with a surgical microscope. Ganglion cells were classified into three groups: one receiving inputs from short wave sensitive cones, a second receiving inputs from only middle wavelength sensitive cones and a third receiving inputs from both of these types of cones. The ventral retina, contained a large fraction of the first group of ganglion cells. The dorsal retina and the border between these two areas contained relatively more of the latter two groups. A small fraction of cells were found which displayed antagonistic-like interactions between photoreceptor systems. The results demonstrate that single ganglion cells in mouse retina can select responses from only one of the two cone mechanisms present in this retina, even in areas containing both types of cones.
Introduction
Based on spectral sensitivity functions of the electroretinogram (ERG), Jacobs, Neitz and Deegan (1991) showed that the mouse retina, contained short wave in addition to middle wavelength sensitive cones. Szel, Rohlich and Caffe (1992) and Szel, Csorba and Caffe (1994) detected by immuno-histochemistry, that the ventral retina, contained only short wave sensitive cones whereas the dorsal retina contained both types of cones. Using focal ERGs, Calderone and Jacobs (1995) also demonstrated this predominance of short wave sensitive cones in the ventral retina.
We have examined cone inputs, to single ganglion cells in mouse retina based on spectral sensitivity functions and selective chromatic adaptation. Both of these cone inputs are detectable at this stage in the retina. Some ganglion cells receive inputs exclusively from short or exclusively from middle wavelength cones while a third group receives inputs from both cone types. This selectivity for cone inputs occurs in retinal areas containing both types of cones. The organization of ganglion cell responses in mice is different than that of other mammals, which also have only short and middle wavelength cone mechanisms. In other mammals, the signals of short wave cones are always mediated by ganglion cells, which are influenced, usually antagonistically, by middle wavelength sensitive cones.
Materials and methods
Mice were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine (50 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg) intraperitoneally. The mouse was supported on an adjustable stage so that the retina could be observed with a surgical microscope by placing a coverslip on the cornea, which was first coated with hyaluronic acid. The pupil was dilated with phenylephrine (1%) and cyclopentolate (1%). A tungsten microelectrode was introduced through the sclera to the vitreous chamber behind the lens and guided visually to the retinal surface. The responses of retinal ganglion cells were identified by their all-or-none impulses observed on an oscilloscope and heard on a loud speaker. Two different light sources were used for stimulating the retina. In earlier experiments, a Leitz projector with a halogen bulb was used. In this case the light was collected into a fiber optic bundle and introduced diffusely into the eye at the pupil. An electronically driven mechanical shutter turned the light stimulus on or off. In a later series of experiments, a stroboscope with a square aperture of 4 cm, was placed 20 cm from the eye, which also diffusely filled the pupil with light. In both cases, the light could be filtered with spectral and neutral density filters. The spectral transmission of each filter was measured with a spectrophotometer and the wavelength of peak transmission was used to plot action spectrum based on a constant threshold response. The maximum flash intensity at the cornea delivered through each spectral filter was measured with a digital photometer. Infra-red energy transmitted by certain filters was eliminated by appropriate filtering.
Cells were classified as on-cells if their latency was time-locked to the onset or as off-cells if time-locked to the offset of the stimulus. With stroboscopic stimulation, this distinction was made using a high frequency train of flashes Saeki and Gouras (1996) . Because relatively bright white light was needed to observe the fundus while guiding the electrode to its target, the retina was strongly light-adapted prior to recording from these cells. Occasionally, we could maintain responses for 30 min and longer, which provided some insight into the effects of dark adaptation.
The beam of the surgical microscope was used for selective chromatic adaptation. A green filter (Wratten 61) was placed in this beam to desensitize the rods and middle wavelength sensitive cones. The light energy of this green beam was 0.64 mW/cm 2 at the cornea. Spectral sensitivity functions for each cell was determined by varying the energy of the flash at each wavelength with neutral density filters in order to elicit a constant near threshold response. Using both auditory and visual cues provided by the loud speaker and oscilloscope, respectively, we could obtain consistent threshold values reproducible to about 0.1-0.2 density units. Energy values were converted into quanta/stimulus and the logarithmic reciprocal of these values used to generate spectral sensitivity functions.
We linked the responses of each cell with the position of the electrode on the retinal surface. It is possible that in some cases, we were recording from an axon rather than a cell body and therefore the position of the cell may not reflect its receptive field precisely. We assume that this is of minor significance in relating the cells in question with their position in ventral and dorsal retina. Fig. 1 shows the three main types of spectral sensitivity functions we obtained. One group of cells responded only to short wavelength stimuli (Fig. 1, top) . A second group responded to both ultra-violet and middle wavelength light relatively strongly (Fig. 1, middle) . A third group responded best to green light and only weakly to ultraviolet light (Fig. 1, bottom) . Fig. 2 illustrates that the ultra-violet input to cells that respond exclusively to this part of the spectrum is unaffected by a strong green adapting light. On the other hand a cell responding strongly to both short and middle wavelength stimuli becomes unresponsive to wavelengths longer than 500 nm in the presence of the green background light.
Results
Some cells showed an opponent-like behavior. Fig. 3 illustrates such a cell, excited by ultra-violet light and excited much later by longer wavelengths. The strongest and the weakest middle wavelength stimuli never produce responses during the light stimulus, implying that these wavelengths are inhibiting the cell. The long latency of this cell's response to long wavelength's seems to be due to strong inhibition originating from this part of the spectrum because neither increasing or decreasing the energy of stimulation can mimic the short latency responses obtainable with the short wavelength end of the spectrum. Fig. 1 . Spectral sensitivity functions of retinal ganglion cells responsive to ultraviolet light exclusively (top), to both ultra-violet and longer wavelengths (middle), and to mainly longer wavelengths (bottom). The curves have been transposed vertically (middle curve + 0.8 log units; top curve + 2.0 log units) in order to separate the spectral sensitivity functions. The ordinate represents the logarithm of the relative number of quanta in the light flash and the abscissa, the wavelength of the flash in nanometers. We were able to follow several cells for about 30 min after the observation light had been turned off. In each case, a more sensitive response became detectable to green light. In one case, we were able to do this in a cell that was receiving its input from only short wave sensitive cones. When we light-adapted and then darkadapted this cell, the responses to short wavelengths recovered much more rapidly than they did to green light, implying that only rods were mediating these responses to green stimuli.
Discussion
Our results indicate that a group of retinal ganglion cells transmit the signals of the short wave cones in murine retina to the central nervous system without receiving any input from middle wavelength sensitive cones. The evidence for this conclusion is based on the spectral sensitivity function of these cells and the fact that they respond virtually identically to ultra-violet as to white fight These cells receive neither an excitatory nor an inhibitory input from middle wavelength sensitive cones. They respond identically to ultraviolet light, if it is pure or combined with the rest of the spectrum as white light. These cells exist not only in the ventral murine retina but are also found in the dorsal retina where neighboring cells have inputs from middle wavelength sensitive cones. This implies that in some regions of murine retina, containing both short and middle wavelength sensitive cones, there must be no interaction between these two systems. This requires that no interneurons send signals from middle wavelength sensitive cones to the neural channels fed by the short wavelength cones. It implies a set of short wavelength selective bipolar cells that connect short wavelength cones selectively to ganglion cells. It also implies that horizontal cells must not be mediating opponent signals between middle and short wave cones in these regions of the retina, because if they were, these signals should be detectable in all ganglion cells.
This arrangement is unusual from what we know of other mammals with color vision such as primates, ground squirrels and cats. In such animals there is always evidence of cone opponent interactions in the ganglion cells conducting the signal of short wavelength sensitive cones (Michael, 1968; Daw & Pearlman, 1970; Cleland & Levick, 1974; see Gouras & Zrenner, 1981) .
Do the few cells we have encountered with evidence of opponency play a role in color contrast detection, as they appear to do in other mammalian retinas? This is difficult to say with the information available in these experiments. In all mammalian retinas in which the short wave cone mechanism is found in an opponent arrangement with middle wavelength sensitive cones, the short wavelength cones invariably produce an on- Fig. 4 shows an example of the converse behavior. This cell is excited very late by ultra-violet light and excited much earlier by all longer wavelengths, except at the red end of the spectrum where the cell is unresponsive. In 8/21 of these cells the short wave sensitive cone mechanism appeared to be inhibitory. Some cells were detected by their spontaneous activity but were unresponsive to full field stimulation. Such cells would seem to require more sophisticated stimuli than the full field stimuli we have used. Table 1 shows how these five groups of cells were distributed over the retina. Each type of cell was found in all areas of the retina. Short wavelength selective cells were most frequently found in the ventral retina where they comprised 24% of the cells compared to only 9% of the cells in the dorsal retina. Cells responding to the middle of the visible spectrum were more frequently found in the dorsal retina. The percentages of on-cells for the short, middle and mixed cone categories were 84, 75 and 57%, respectively. Two cells responded at both on and off and 12 cells were unresponsive. response and the middle wavelength cones produce an off-response to light. In the cells we have encountered such an asymmetry is not apparent. It will be necessary to examine these cells with white light, which we failed to do when we encountered these cells. In addition receptive field data would be valuable in interpreting the significance of these responses.
Recently evidence has been obtained using selective chromatic adaptation of the ERG that cones in mouse retina co-express both short and middle wavelength opsins Lyubarsky, Falsini and Pennesi (1999) . Immunohistochemical evidence that some cones in the European mole retina also co-express both short and middle wavelength opsins has also been obtained Glosmann, Fliesser and Ahnelt (1999) . Our results indicate that all short wavelength sensitive cones in mouse retina cannot co-express a middle wavelength sensitive cone opsin. If they did, we could not have detected these short wavelength selective ganglion cells.
